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Accurate Small-Signal Model for the Digital Control
of an Automotive Bidirectional Dual Active Bridge

Florian Krismer, Student Member, IEEE, and Johann W. Kolar, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The derivation of an accurate small-signal model for
a galvanically isolated, bidirectional dc–dc converter and the im-
plementation of a corresponding controller on a DSP as well as key
methods and functions required for the digital implementation are
detailed in this paper. The investigated dc–dc converter, an auto-
motive dual active bridge (DAB) system, enables power transfer
between a low-voltage port (ranging from 11 to 16 V) and an HV
port (240 to 450 V). The nominal power rating is 2 kW. The de-
veloped small-signal model yields highly accurate results for the
DAB system, but the proposed modeling procedure could also be
applied to arbitrary resonant power converters with unidirectional
or bidirectional power transfer.

Index Terms—DC–DC power conversion, digital control,
discrete-time systems, measurement, transient analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

L EGISLATION requiring lower CO2 emissions, increasing
fuel prices, and growing customer demands for increased

vehicle performance present strong incentives for vehicle man-
ufacturers to significantly improve their cars and, in particu-
lar, increase the efficiency and the performance of the vehicle
drive trains. Current proposals support a hybrid electric vehicle
drive train, where an electric motor and an internal combustion
engine share the total provided traction power in such a way
that the desired performance and/or efficiency characteristic is
achieved [1]. With hybrid electric cars, zero local CO2 emission
is not feasible; this can be attained with electric vehicles and
hydrogen powered fuel cell vehicles. Electric vehicles, however,
require a considerably long time to recharge the battery and the
cruising range is significantly below the range attained with hy-
brid electric vehicles. With a fuel cell car, both zero local CO2
emission and a high cruising range can be achieved [2].

High-power requirements for the vehicle propulsion demand
for an HV drive in order to obtain technically reasonable mo-
tor currents whereas the supply voltage for the motor drive is
provided with an HVDC bus, e.g., according to the drive train
architecture illustrated in Fig. 1. Besides, the conventional 14 V
bus (the low-voltage (LV) dc bus), buffered with a 12 V battery,
will still exist in future cars to supply conventional vehicle loads
(e.g., lighting, electric-motor-driven fans, pumps, and compres-
sors) [2]. In order to enable arbitrary electric power transfer
between the HVDC bus and the 14 V bus, a bidirectional dc–dc
converter (allows for buck and boost operation) is employed
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell car system architecture proposed in [3]; the fuel cell is directly
connected to an HVDC bus and provides power to the traction motor and the
fuel compression motor. A bidirectional dc–dc converter is employed to enable
arbitrary power transfer between the HVDC bus and the conventional 14 V dc
bus.

(Fig. 1). Boost operation (i.e., power is transferred to the HV
port) is required to start the vehicle, and thereafter, during nor-
mal car operation, the dc–dc converter transfers power to the
14 V bus to charge the 12 V battery and to provide power
to the conventional vehicle loads. For the 14 V bus (V1), the
considered voltage range is between 11 and 16 V. The supply
voltage of the drive train (V2) typically ranges between 240 and
450 V [3].1 A maximum output power of 2 kW is specified over
the given voltage ranges for buck and boost operation; accord-
ingly, large dc currents of up to 200 A result on the LV side.
In addition, due to high automotive safety standards and due to
the HV ratio between V1 and V2 , a transformer with galvanic
isolation is required [4], [5]. For automotive applications, there
is as well demand for a high converter efficiency (more than
90%), high reliability, and high power density [6].

A large number of different topologies of isolated bidirec-
tional dc–dc converters exists. Most prominent are the isolated
bidirectional full-bridge converter [7], the bidirectional cur-
rent doubler (or L-type) converter topology [8], and the dual
active bridge (DAB) converter [9]–[11]. For this application,
the DAB topology (Fig. 2) was selected due to the following
reasons.

1) The low number of passive components (transformer with
integrated inductor L and two dc blocking capacitors): the
use of large dc inductors is avoided.

2) A high potential regarding the optimization of efficiency or
power density: reduced conduction losses, lower switch-
ing losses, reduced rms capacitor currents, and/or reduced

1According to [3], V1 may be as low as 8.5 V; for V1 < 11 V, the presented
converter (Fig. 2) can still be operated. However, the LV-side dc current is
limited to 200 A.
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Fig. 2. DAB converter with EMI filters connected to the LV and the HV ports.

transformer core excitation can be achieved with an op-
timized transformer turns ratio n, an optimized induc-
tance value L, and optimized modulation methods [10],
[12]–[15].

3) The DAB employs soft-switching properties, and thus al-
lows for the operation with high switching frequencies;
therefore, a highly compact dc–dc converter is feasible.

In order for the presented converter to operate at a desig-
nated power level (inclusive of the desired direction of power
transfer), a two-loop control structure is employed: the inner
control loop adjusts the required current (e.g., on the HV side)
and the superimposed voltage control loop regulates the respec-
tive output voltage.2 However, the small-signal model of the
DAB converter needs to be determined in order to enable the
controller design.

First, small-signal models for switching power converters
have been attained with averaged switched circuits [16]. There,
a converter circuit diagram results, which partly consists of
the original circuit (except for switches and diodes) and ad-
ditional current sources or voltage sources or both that model
the low-frequency system dynamics. It thus presents the ef-
fect of small-signal excitations on the system dynamics in a
comprehensible way to the engineer. However, its construction
requires circuit arrangements and is thus not accomplished in
a straightforward way; with the introduction of state-space av-
eraging [17], the automated derivation of small-signal transfer
functions has been achieved. Both methods employ the aver-
age values of all independent system properties (e.g., inductor
currents, capacitor voltages) and all input and output variables
(e.g., actuating variable, output current) calculated over one
switching period TS in order to determine the desired transfer
functions. A precise small-signal and continuous-time transfer
function approximation is thus achieved for frequencies well
below 1/TS [16], [29] and well below the filter cutoff frequen-
cies (negligible current and voltage ripples are assumed). These
two methods presumably compute wrong transfer functions for

2For power being transferred from the HVDC bus to the 14 V dc bus, V1
becomes the output voltage (cf., Fig. 2). Hence, the voltage control loop may
become very sensitive due to the high electric storage capability of the 12 V
battery and the voltage control loop may be simply replaced by a voltage
inspection and battery charging algorithm.

the given DAB power converter (Fig. 2), since the assumption
of negligible current ripple is not satisfied for the transformer
and inductor current iL . A very accurate, but discrete-time,
small-signal model is obtained with the discrete modeling of
switching regulators [18] that solely assumes a “small” input
signal excitation about a steady-state value in order to reduce
the nonlinear (exact) large-signal model to a linear small-signal
model.

Today, many applications still employ continuous-time regu-
lators, e.g., low-power and low-cost converters that are used for
standard applications and where integrated regulators are avail-
able. There, the discrete-time nature of the transfer function
obtained with [18] is considered disadvantageous, and thus, nu-
merous extensions to the discrete-time modeling approach have
been developed in order to achieve a highly accurate continuous-
time small-signal converter model, for instance, the so-called
sampled data modeling [19]. For many high-power converters,
DSPs are increasingly employed, mainly because by now, a
high computational performance is available at a comparably
low cost. Advantages of a digital implementation are a consid-
erably higher flexibility compared to analog electronics, a high
electromagnetic interference (EMI) immunity, and the enhanced
possibility of process and fault monitoring using an external in-
terface or a network connection. Therefore, a digital control
platform is employed for the control of the presented DAB, and
thus, the discrete-time transfer function obtained with discrete
modeling could be used readily for the controller design. How-
ever, in [18], only simple dc–dc converters (e.g., boost converter)
operated with PWM modulation are focused. An extension to
resonant power converters including modulator constraints is
presented in [20] and a straightforward summary on the con-
struction of a discrete-time small-signal model for arbitrary
resonant converters is discussed in [21]. Merely, the time lag
that arises due to software and A/D converter delay times is not
considered in [21] and could be included using the procedure
discussed in [22].

Up to now, no in-depth analysis on the dynamic properties
of the DAB has been presented in the literature. In this pa-
per, an exact discrete-time DAB model including input and
output filter dynamics is developed and verified with results
obtained from an experimental system. Moreover, a flexible
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TABLE 1
VALUES OF THE FILTER COMPONENTS IN FIG. 2 FOR PHASE-SHIFT

MODULATION AND ALTERNATIVE MODULATION

control structure, which allows for optimized modulation and
control algorithms, is proposed and detailed. The effect of time
delays, mainly due to software processing time, is identified to
be crucial with respect to a sufficiently large open-loop phase
margin. The obtained results facilitate a significantly simpli-
fied construction of the DAB control-to-output transfer func-
tion, which can be universally employed to design the digital
controllers.

In this paper, the DAB principle of operation as well as the
design parameters of the experimental system are presented in
Section II. The small-signal model is derived in Section III,
the employed control loop is discussed in Section IV, and in
Section V, the design of the digital current and voltage con-
trollers is detailed. The results obtained from analytical investi-
gations are verified with measured results in Sections IV and V
as well.

II. CONVERTER

The investigated DAB converter in Fig. 2 consists of two
full-bridge circuits, which are connected to a high-frequency
transformer and a converter inductor L. EMI filters are in-
cluded on the LV side as well as on the HV side in order to
meet the specified EMI requirements; the component values
are listed in Table I, and the employed switching frequency is
fS = 100 kHz. The experimental system (Fig. 3) contains the
two full bridges, the high-frequency transformer, the inductor
L, the filter capacitors Cf1 and Cf2 , the digital control platform,
and the auxiliary power supplies on the LV side and the HV side;
the remaining filter components depicted in Fig. 2 are connected
externally.

In order for the DAB to transfer power, time-varying voltages
vt1 (t) and vt2 (t) must be provided from the full-bridge circuits
to the high-frequency transformer and the converter inductor L.

Fig. 3. Automotive DAB converter (273 mm × 90 mm × 53 mm).

Possible values for vt1 (t) are

vt1 (t) =






+vf 1(t), for (T1 ,T4 ON, T2 ,T3 OFF)

0,
for (T1 ,T3 ON, T2 ,T4 OFF) or
for (T2 ,T4 ON, T1 ,T3 OFF)

−vf 1(t), for (T2 ,T3 ON, T1 ,T4 OFF)
(1)

(provided that the full bridges are ideal; dead time intervals
and failure modes—e.g., bridge leg short circuits–are not con-
sidered). Similarly, vt2 (t) is equal to one of +vf 2(t), 0, and
−vf 2(t) depending on the switching states of T5 , T6 , T7 , and
T8 . According to Fig. 2, the voltage difference between nvt1 (t)
and vt2 (t) appears across L, which generates the current

iL(t1) = iL(t0) +
1
L

∫ t1

t0

(nvt1 (t) − vt2 (t)) dt, t0<t1

(2)
at the time t1 , starting with an initial current iL(t0) at time t0 .
The expressions for the instantaneous power values on LV and
HV sides are

p1(t) = nvt1 (t)iL(t) and p2(t) = vt2 (t)iL(t) (3)

for the DAB without EMI filters and when transformer mag-
netization current and DAB converter losses are neglected. The
average power values over one switching cycle TS = 1/fS are
finally calculated with

P1 =
1
TS

∫ t0 +TS

t0

p1(t)dt and P2 =
1
TS

∫ t0 +TS

t0

p2(t)dt.

(4)
Three different parameters can be adjusted to control the DAB

power level:
1) the phase shift ϕ between vt1 (t) and vt2 (t);
2) the duty ratios of vt1 (t) and vt2 (t) (cf., [10]);
3) the switching frequency.
The most common modulation principle, the so-called phase-

shift modulation operates the DAB at constant switching fre-
quency and only varies the phase shift ϕ in order to achieve the
required output power [9]. For phase-shift modulation, maxi-
mum duty ratios are selected for vt1 (t) and vt2 (t); hence, vt1 (t)
is either −vf 1(t) or vf 1(t) and vt2 (t) is either −vf 2(t) or vf 2(t).
Typical waveforms for the inductor current and the transformer
voltages during one switching period are depicted in Fig. 4
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Fig. 4. Transformer voltages and inductor current for phase-shift modulation
and nominal operation: V1 = 12 V, V2 = 340 V, and the HV port output power
P2 = 2 kW .

when the DAB transfers power from the LV port to the HV
port at the nominal operating point (V1 = 12 V, V2 = 340 V,
P2 = 2 kW). Obviously, the average of the inductor current iL ,
evaluated over one switching cycle TS , is zero, which is re-
quired in order to avoid saturation of the high-frequency trans-
former. The inductor current repeats every half cycle with re-
versed sign iL(t + TS/2) = −iL(t), since the phase-shift time
Tϕ and the dc supply voltages V1 and V2 remain the same dur-
ing the first and the second half cycles (time intervals I, II and
III, IV in Fig. 4, respectively). Therefore, only the first half cy-
cle (intervals I and II for phase-shift modulation) needs to be
considered.

The great advantage of the phase-shift modulation is its sim-
plicity: only a single control variable, the phase-shift angle ϕ,
is required to arbitrarily transfer power according to

P1 = P2 =
nV1V2ϕ(π − |ϕ|)

2π2fSL
, −π

2
< ϕ <

π

2
(5)

(on the assumption of a lossless converter; the derivation of (5)
is outlined in [24]). Disadvantages of this modulation are the
limited operating range where low switching losses occur (soft-
switching range, see [9]) and a large amount of reactive power
in the high-frequency transformer that may occur for certain
working points when the DAB is operated within wide voltage
ranges [15].

In order to increase the converter efficiency, the alternative
modulation method discussed in [13] and [15] is employed.
There, the phase shift between vt1 (t) and vt2 (t) and the re-
spective duty ratios are adjusted. The resulting inductor cur-
rent and the transformer voltages are depicted in Fig. 5 for the
nominal operating point. This alternative modulation scheme
enables considerably higher converter efficiency compared to
phase-shift modulation for most operating points within the
given voltage ranges. The cost for better converter utilization is
mainly the higher complexity: now, a single half cycle consists
of four different time intervals that are simultaneously adjusted
with three timing parameters T1 , T2 , and T3 .

Fig. 5. Transformer voltages and inductor current for the alternative modu-
lation and nominal operation with power transfer from the LV to the HV port
(V1 = 12 V, V2 = 340 V, P2 = 2 kW). The durations of the three time in-
tervals I, II, and III are T1 , T2 , and T3 , respectively; the inductor current iL
is slightly negative during time interval IV in order to enable HV-side soft
switching.

III. SMALL-SIGNAL MODEL

The proposed control structure, depicted in Fig. 6, mainly
consists of digital signal processing blocks: the voltage con-
troller (GC ,V ), the current controller (GC ,I), and the digital
filters (HFilter , HAvg ) are fully implemented in a DSP; soft-
ware and A/D converter time delays (GTd,DSP , GTd,FPGA ,
GTd,meas) are as well due to the digital implementation. Be-
sides, the modulator function (GMod,PS or GMod,TT ) is re-
alized in the DSP and determines the required timing values
for the DAB [e.g., Tϕ for phase-shift modulation based on (5)]
with respect to the desired controller set value I2,Mod and the
selected modulation scheme. Variations of these timing values
dynamically alter the transferred power of the DAB power stage.
The resulting changes of the filter currents if 1(t), if 2(t) and the
filter voltages vf 1(t), vf 2(t) (cf., Fig. 2) are obtained from the
DAB small-signal model GPE (the voltages Vdc1 and V2 remain
approximately constant during one switching period TS , since
very large filter capacitors Cdc1 and Cdc2 are considered).

The full control diagram (Fig. 6) indicates two transfer func-
tions, which need to be determined in order to further investigate
the control loop: the control-to-output transfer function GPE of
the DAB and the transfer function of the modulator.

A. DAB Power Stage, Phase-Shift Modulation

Phase-shift modulation is the most simple as well as the most
common modulation method for the DAB. Therefore, the small-
signal transfer function is first derived for this basic modulation
scheme.

The small-signal calculation method outlined in [21] regards
a single half cycle (e.g., 0 < t ≤ TS/2 in Fig. 4) and separately
considers the time intervals between two switching events (time
intervals I and II in Fig. 4). Within these time intervals, the time-
domain expressions for all system state variables (i.e., all time-
varying inductor currents and capacitor voltages) are required
in order to determine their sensitivity on input signal variations.
With the employed method, the state variables at the end of a
half cycle are compared to the state variables at the beginning
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Fig. 6. Investigated control structure including voltage and current control loops for power transfer from the LV to the HV port as well as the modulator
function that generates the required timing signals (TM = Tϕ for the phase-shift modulation or �TM = (T1 , T2 , T3 )T for the alternative modulation); gate signal
generation (FPGA) as well as power electronics and measurements are sampled with sampling time TDAB , while the remaining transfer functions are sampled
with T = 10TDAB (due to computing time demands).

of the corresponding half cycle. This allows for the formulation
of the control-to-output transfer function in the discrete-time
domain.

Prior to the derivation of the transfer function, system inputs
and outputs must be defined. Clearly, the timing parameter Tϕ

is an input to the dynamic system. Additionally, the voltages
Vdc1 and V2 may be considered as inputs as well. The proposed
system outputs are the filter current if 2(t) = if 2a(t) + if 2b(t)
and the filter voltages n vf 1(t), vf 2(t). Further, it is reasonable
to collect the system state variables in a state vector

�x = (iL if 1/n if 2a if 2b nvf 1 vf 2)
T . (6)

In a next step, the time-domain expressions for the system state
variables need to be derived. These may change at each switch-
ing time instant, as indicated in Fig. 4. For the sake of clarity,
the time-domain expressions during each time interval i are
combined to one single function

�fPS,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti) =
(
iL,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti) if 1,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti)/n

if 2a,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti) if 2b,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti)

nvf 1,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti) vf 2,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti)
)T

. (7)

In (7), ∆ti denotes the time within the considered time interval
(i.e., ∆ti is zero at the beginning of the ith time interval) and
�xi−1 contains the initial values, so �fPS,i(�xi−1 , 0) = �xi−1 ; the
index “PS” denotes the phase-shift modulation, and the index
i specifies the considered time interval. The analysis considers
two different time intervals for phase-shift modulation (Fig. 4)

Interval I (i = 1): 0 < t ≤ Tϕ → ∆t1 = t (8)

Interval II (i = 2): Tϕ < t ≤ TS/2 → ∆t2 = t − Tϕ . (9)

The derivation of the time-domain expressions in
�fPS,i(�xi−1 ,∆ti) is associated with a considerable calcu-
lation effort and is preferably carried out with a mathematical
software tool that allows for symbolic evaluation (e.g.,
Mathematica, Maple).

In steady state, the system state vector �xSt(t) (index “St” de-
notes “steady state”) repeats cyclically every switching period.

The steady-state values of �xSt(t) are obtained from

�xSt

(

t +
TS

2

)

=




−1 0

1×5

0
5×1

I
5×5



 �xSt(t) = R�xSt(t) (10)

since the DAB inductor current iL(t) changes its sign every
half cycle in steady state [21] whereas the signs of the filter
inductor currents and capacitor voltages remain the same after
one half cycle. In order to solve for �xSt(t) in (9), the time-
domain expressions for �x(t + TS/2) are required as a function
of �x(t). The derivation of these expressions is described based
on the switching sequence shown in Fig. 4 and starts with the
unknown values in�x(t = 0). With (7), (8), and i = 1, the general
expression for �x(t) at t = Tϕ is equal to

�x(Tϕ ) =�fPS,1
(
�x0 , Tϕ

)
with �x0 = �x(0). (11)

At t = Tϕ the switches T5 , T6 , T7 , and T8 change and time
interval II starts. Since capacitor voltages as well as inductor
currents cannot change instantaneously, the initial conditions of
time interval II are equal to the final state variable values of time
interval I, �x1 = �x(Tϕ ). With the time-domain expressions for
all state variables during time interval II, the state vector at the
end of the half cycle (cf., Fig. 4) becomes

�x

(
TS

2

)

=�fPS,2

(

�x1 ,
TS

2
− Tϕ

)

=�fPS,2

(

�fPS,1
(
�x(0), Tϕ

)
,
TS

2
− Tϕ

)

. (12)

The steady-state values are then obtained from the equation
system (10) with (12), �xSt(t) = �x(t), and t = 0.

Besides for the calculation of the steady state, (11) forms the
basis for the derivation of the discrete-time small-signal model
with sampling time

TDAB =
TS

2
= 5 µs. (13)
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Fig. 7. Reaction of the DAB due to a phase-shift excitation T̂ϕ (0) (thick lines):
at the end of the half cycle t = TS /2, the inductor current deviation îL (TS /2)
results. The thin lines depict steady-state operation according to Fig. 4 (index
“St” denotes “steady state”). The digital control electronics determines Tϕ (0)
at t = 0, which is applied during 0 < t < TS /2.

The proposed model considers small-signal deviations �̂x(t) of
the system state variables �x(t) about the steady state �xSt(t)

�̂x(t) = �x(t) − �xSt(t) (14)

(the symbol “ˆ” denotes small-signal variables), because of
three different kinds of excitations:

1) variations of the state variables due to prior excitations of
input variables: �̂x0 = �̂x(0) = �x(0) − �xSt(0);

2) LV and HV voltage changes: �̂vg ,0 = (nV̂dc1(0) V̂2(0))T ;
3) excitation of the control input: ĉPS,0 = T̂ϕ (0).
It is important to note that the proposed discrete-time model

considers an excitation of any of these variables exactly at the
beginning of the half cycle and calculates the respective val-
ues of the system state variables at the end of the half cycle
(Fig. 7). Consequently, all changes of the input variables �̂vg(t)
and ĉPS(t) that occur for 0 < t ≤ TDAB are not at all considered
in �̂x(TDAB). This limitation only regards transfer functions with
continuous-time input signals such as Vdc1(t), V2(t). It does
not affect the control-to-output transfer function in a digitally
controlled system, provided that the digital controller is syn-
chronized to the power electronics, so Tϕ (t) changes exactly at
t = kTDAB , k ∈ N0 .

The small-signal deviations �̂x(TDAB) at the end of the half
cycle are then obtained from a linear approximation [21]

�̂x(TDAB) ≈ A�̂x0 + BPS ĉPS,0 + C�̂vg ,0 (15)

whereas the three terms A�̂x0 , BPS ĉPS,0 , and C�̂vg ,0 express
the small-signal deviations of the state variables at t = TDAB as
a result of excitations in �̂x0 , ĉPS,0 , and �̂vg ,0 , respectively. The
expressions for A, BPS , and C are given in [25].

Expression (15) allows for the derivation of the required
small-signal transfer functions: according to [21] and [25],
the z-domain control-to-output transfer functions are calculated

Fig. 8. Simulated step response (solid lines) and calculated step response
(dashed line) of if 2 (t) for phase-shift modulation, a time step of 100 ns, nom-
inal operating point, and power being transferred from the LV to the HV port.
The circuit simulator generates a continuous-time waveform if 2 (t), which is
sampled after every half cycle t = kTDAB , in order to facilitate the compari-
son to the step response obtained from the discrete-time small-signal transfer
function GPE ,PS ,If 2 .

with

G
3×1

PE ,PS =




GPE ,PS,If 2

GPE ,PS,Vf 1

GPE ,PS,Vf 2





= ET(zDABI − QRAQ)−1QRBPS (16)

Q
6×6

=




sgn(iL,0) 0

1×5

0
5×1

I
5×5



 R
6×6

=




−1 0

1×5

0
5×1

I
5×5





(17)

and zDAB = esTD A B . In order to collect the three control-to-
output transfer functions with the output variables If 2(zDAB),
nVf 1(zDAB), and Vf 2(zDAB) in one matrix GPE ,PS

G
3×1

PE ,PS

=
[
If 2a(zDAB)+If 2b(zDAB)

Tϕ (zDAB)
nVf 1(zDAB)
Tϕ (zDAB)

Vf 2(zDAB)
Tϕ (zDAB)

]T

(18)

the matrix ET in (16) becomes

ET =




0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1



 . (19)

The small-signal transfer functions in (16) have been verified
for various operating points with results from a circuit simula-
tor (e.g., the control-to-output transfer function GPE ,PS,If 2

in
Fig. 8). Simulated and calculated results show very good agree-
ment for all investigated operating points.

B. DAB Power Stage, Alternative Modulation

If the DAB converter is operated with phase-shift modulation
within wide voltage ranges, its efficiency drops considerably for
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certain operating points (i.e., for V2/V1 � n or V2/V1 � n).
The average DAB converter efficiency is substantially increased
with an alternative modulation scheme [15], which is based on
the modulation scheme with triangular and trapezoidal trans-
former current [13] (index “TT” denotes all variables regarding
the alternative modulation).

The derivations of the small-signal transfer functions for
phase-shift modulation and alternative modulation are very sim-
ilar. However, phase-shift modulation requires only one control
input Tϕ whereas three control inputs T1 , T2 , and T3 are needed
for the alternative modulation.

Fig. 5 depicts typical voltage and current waveforms for the
DAB with alternative modulation. Again, one single half cycle
is segmented into the time intervals where no switching occurs
Interval I (i = 1): 0 < t ≤ T1 → ∆t1 = t
Interval II (i = 2): T1 < t ≤ T1 + T2 → ∆t2 = t − T1
Interval III (i = 3): T1 + T2 < t ≤ T1 + T2 + T3

→ ∆t3 = t − (T1 + T2)
Interval IV (i = 4): T1 + T2 + T3 < t ≤ TS

2
→ ∆t4 = t − (T1 + T2 + T3).

This together with (6) and the time-domain expressions for
all state variables within time interval i, �fTT ,i(�xi−1 , ∆ti) [cf.,
(7)] facilitates the derivation of the system state values at the
end of the half cycle (Fig. 5)

�x

(
TS

2

)

=�fTT ,4
(
�fTT ,3

(
�fTT ,2

(
�fTT ,1

(
�x(0), T1

)
, T2

)
, T3

)
, T4

)

(20)
whereas T4 = TS/2 − (T1 + T2 + T3).

The solution to the equation system formed with (10) and (20)
determines the steady-state values for �xSt(t) = �x(t) at t = 0.

Equation (20) also denotes the starting point for the small-
signal transfer function derivation. In contrast to the phase-shift
modulation, the control input variable is now vector-valued

�̂cTT ,0 = (T̂1(0) T̂2(0) T̂3(0))T (21)

and the small-signal vectors �̂x0 and �̂vg ,0 remain unchanged.
Consequently, the system states at the end of the half cycle can
be approximately calculated with

�̂x(TDAB) ≈ A�̂x0 + BTT�̂cTT ,0 + C�̂vg ,0 (22)

(A, BTT , and C are derived in [25]). The control-to-output
transfer functions are collected in the matrix

G
3×3

PE ,TT =
[

�GPE ,TT ,1 �GPE ,TT ,2 �GPE ,TT ,3
]

�GPE ,TT ,i =












If 2a(zDAB)+If 2b(zDAB)
Ti(zDAB)

nVf 1(zDAB)
Ti(zDAB)
Vf 2(zDAB)
Ti(zDAB)












(23)

(i = 1, 2, 3), which is derived based on (22) with (17) and (19)

G
3×3

PE ,TT = ET(zDABI − QRAQ)−1QRBTT . (24)

Fig. 9. Simulated step response (solid lines) and calculated step response
(dashed line) of if 2 (t) when the alternative modulation is applied with a time
step T̂1 = 100 ns σ(t) and T̂2 = T̂3 = 0, nominal operation, and power being
transferred from the LV to the HV port. The continuous-time waveform if 2 (t)
is again sampled after every half cycle in order to facilitate the comparison to
the step response obtained from the discrete-time small-signal model.

The small-signal transfer functions in (23) have been ver-
ified with a circuit simulator. Very good agreement between
simulation and calculation has been obtained for all investigated
operating points [e.g., for nominal operation in Fig. 9, which
shows the step response of the control-to-output transfer func-
tion GPE ,TT ,1,I f 2

with input T1(zDAB) and output If 2(zDAB)].

C. Modulator

The modulator calculates the control variables depending on
the applied modulation scheme, the set current i2,Mod , and the
measured values nvf 1 and vf 2 , obtained from nvf 1 and vf 2 . The
modulator function for phase-shift modulation

cPS = Tϕ = fMod,PS(i2,Mod(kT ), nvf 1(kT ), vf 2(kT )) (25)

is derived in the time domain from (5) for a lossless DAB
(the sampling time T is defined with (29), k ∈ Z, and vari-
ables with lowercase letters denote time-domain functions, e.g.,
i2,Mod(k T ) is equal to the sum of the steady-state dc component
I2,Mod,St and the small-signal disturbance Z−1{I2,Mod(z)}:
i2,Mod(k T ) = I2,Mod,St + Z−1{I2,Mod(z)}). The expressions
for the alternative modulation

�cTT = (T1 T2 T3)T

=�fMod,TT(i2,Mod(kT ), nvf 1(kT ), vf 2(kT )) (26)

become rather large; hence, their evaluation in the DSP is
avoided. Instead, precalculated values stored in DSP memory
tables are used together with the fast linear interpolation algo-
rithm presented in [25].3 Since the modulator function is static,
the small-signal transfer function is simply determined with the
respective derivatives at the operating point. Thus, the transfer
functions for phase-shift modulation are

G
1×3

Mod,PS =
[
∂fMod,PS

∂i2,Mod

∂fMod,PS

∂(nvf 1)
∂fMod,PS

∂vf 2

]

(27)

3The use of tables also facilitates compensation of nonlinear effects due to
losses (e.g., DAB model discussed in [23]) and due to deadband effects [11].
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and for the alternative modulation

G
3×3

Mod,TT =
[

∂�fMod,TT

∂i2,Mod

∂�fMod,TT

∂(nvf 1)
∂�fMod,TT

∂vf 2

]

. (28)

GMod,PS and GMod,TT are evaluated at the operating point
with the steady-state values of i2,Mod , vf 1 , and vf 2 .

IV. DAB DIGITAL CONTROL LOOP

In the given laboratory setup, the average DAB output voltage
is controlled (e.g., V f 2 in Fig. 6 for power transfer from LV
to HV). The proposed control loop consists of an inner loop
with a proportional–integral (PI) controller GC ,I , which controls
I f 2(z), and an outer loop with another PI controller GC ,V , which
controls the output voltage. Depending on the power transfer
direction, the average output voltage can be either V f 2(z) for
power transfer from the LV port to the HV port or nV f 1(z) for
the opposite direction.

According to Fig. 6, the current controller GC ,I outputs
I2,Mod(z) and connects to the modulator GMod . The modulator
then calculates the DAB timing parameters in order to achieve
the required power transfer. Since the current controller solely
operates on the difference between I f 2(z) and I2,ref (z), GDAB
is a single-input–single-output transfer function with set current
input I2,Mod(z) and HV-side current output I f 2(z). However,
there is internal feedback in the transfer function GDAB , since
nV f 1(z) and V f 2(z) are required for the modulator; this must
be considered in order to determine GDAB .

Except for the DAB small-signal transfer function matrix
GPE (equal to GPE ,PS or GPE ,TT ), all transfer functions
in Fig. 6 are part of the digital system and either reside in
the DSP or in the field-programmable gate array (FPGA).
Relatively simple z-domain transfer functions result for the
modulator GMod (Section III-C), the time delays GTd,DSP ,
GTd,FPGA , and GTd,meas , the moving average filters HFilter

and HAvg , as well as for the controllers GC ,V and GC ,I . This
section focuses on these transfer functions in order to com-
plete the derivation of GDAB . The obtained transfer function
is finally compared to a transfer function based on a simplified
DAB model that allows for a significantly reduced calculation
effort.

A. System Sampling Rate

The small-signal model of the power stage results in a z-
domain transfer function with sampling time TDAB [cf., (12)].
Due to the required DSP calculation time, the DAB timing
parameters are only updated every 10 TDAB ; therefore, the DSP
sampling time is

T = 10 TDAB = 50 µs z = esT . (29)

Hence, all transfer functions with faster update rate, such
as GPE and voltage and current measurements (Fig. 6),
need to be resampled (e.g., with the method outlined in
[25]).

B. Time Delays

The implemented software acquires three measurements dur-
ing one calculation period T in order to achieve higher noise
immunity. The resulting time delay in GTd,meas is 10 TDAB
for the first measurement, 8 TDAB for the second, and 6 TDAB
for the third measurement. The FPGA (GTd,FPGA ) causes an
additional time delay of 2TDAB in order to apply the new tim-
ing values to the power electronics. FPGA and measurement
time delays sum up to a total time delay of 12 TDAB for the
first measurement, and 10 TDAB and 8 TDAB for the two sub-
sequent measurements. The DSP calculates the average of the
three measured values and

GPE ,measure(zDAB)=
z−12

DAB + z−10
DAB + z−8

DAB

3
GPE(zDAB)

(30)
results for that part of GDAB which is updated with the higher
sampling rate TDAB (Fig. 6). The sampling rate of this transfer
function finally needs to be converted to the system sampling
rate T (cf., [25])

GPE ,measure(zDAB) →
resample

Gr,PE ,measure(z). (31)

The DSP causes another time delay of T in order to carry out
all calculations; therefore,

GTd,DSP ,PS(z) = z−1 (32)

GTd,DSP ,TT (z) = diag
(
z−1 , z−1 , z−1) (33)

for phase shift or alternative modulation, respectively.

C. Moving Average Filters

The z-domain transfer function of the implemented N th order
moving average filter

HAvg(z) =
1
N

N −1∑

i=0

z−i (34)

calculates the average over N previously measured values
x(0), x(T ), . . . , x((N − 1)T ); the present software implemen-
tation uses N = 5. The moving average filter is applied to If 2 (z),
nVf 1(z), and Vf 2(z). The filter regarding If 2 is included in GDAB
(Section IV-D), and the feedback transfer function HFilter con-
tains the remaining two filter functions

HFilter(z) = diag (HAvg ,HAvg) . (35)

D. DAB Control Plant GDAB

The transfer function GDAB is calculated according to [25,
Appendix D]

GDAB =
I f 2

I2,Mod
=HAvg(G00 + G0rH (I − GsrH)−1 Gs0)

(36)
with G00 , G0r , Gsr , and Gs0 summarized in the matrix G

G =




G00 G0r

1×n

Gs0
m×1

Gsr
m×n



 (37)
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Fig. 10. Current waveforms for the proposed measurement of the control-to-
output transfer functions: during time interval I, the converter settles the desired
operating point, time interval II is used to avoid transient effects, and during
time interval III gain and phase are measured (cf., Fig. 11). The converter is
voltage and current controlled during time interval I and is operated in open loop
during time intervals II and III with a sinusoidal waveform Z−1{I2 ,M od (z)}
being superimposed on I2 ,M od ,St . The depicted example employs an excitation
amplitude of 500 mA at a frequency of 51 Hz; nominal operation is selected
(i.e., V1 = 12 V, V2 = 340 V, and the HV port output power is P2 = 2 kW).
The waveform if 2 (t) is measured with an analog current probe in order to allow
for a comparison between digital and analog signals. Time interval III is not
fully depicted; its duration is equal to 50 ms.

(cf., [25, eq. (56)]). According to [25, Fig. 12] and Fig. 6, G
and H become

G = Gr,PE ,measure,PSGTd,DSP ,PSGMod,PS

H = HFilter (38)

for phase-shift modulation and

G = Gr,PE ,measure,TTGTd,DSP ,TTGMod,TT

H = HFilter (39)

if the alternative modulation is employed.

E. Experimental Verification

The control-to-output transfer function If 2/I2,Mod (cf.,
Fig. 6) is measured using a sinusoidal current sequence super-
imposed on the steady-state modulator current value I2,Mod,St
(Figs. 10 and 11). The proposed measurement sequence consists
of three different time intervals (Fig. 10).

1) Time interval I is used to settle the desired converter op-
erating point. Therefore, controlled converter operation is
needed during time interval I.

2) At the beginning of time interval II, the steady-state value
I2,Mod,St is stored in the DSP, and thereafter, current and
voltage controllers are turned off. Hence, the converter is
operated in open loop during time interval II. The stored
value I2,Mod,St and a superimposed sinusoidal time series
Z−1{I2,Mod(z)}, calculated in the DSP, with a given am-

Fig. 11. Measurement method employed to determine the DAB transfer func-
tion: during time interval III (cf., Fig. 10), amplitude and phase of the generated
sinusoidal time series Z−1{I2 ,M od (z)} are compared to amplitude and phase
of the measured time series Z−1{If 2 (z)} in order to obtain gain and phase
shift for one frequency of the control-to-output transfer function (for this, only
ac components are regarded—the dc components I2 ,M od ,St and I f 2 ,St are not
considered). The depicted example employs an excitation amplitude of 500 mA
at a frequency of 1 kHz and nominal converter operation. The waveform if 2 (t)
is measured with an analog current probe in order to allow for a comparison
between digital and analog signals.

plitude and the desired excitation frequency are used to
generate a sinusoidal current excitation about the steady-
state operating point. The DSP measures the current if 2 ,
which results in the time series I f 2,St + Z−1{If 2(z)}.
During time interval II, however, the DSP discards the
measured current values in order to eliminate transient
effects.

3) During time interval III, the DSP continues to gener-
ate the dc shifted sinusoidal time series (Figs. 10 and
11) and stores the generated modulator current values
I2,Mod,St + Z−1{I2,Mod(z)} and the measured current
values I f 2,St + Z−1{If 2(z)} in an on-chip table; the mea-
surement sequence completes after time interval III has
elapsed. In a postprocessing pass, the tabulated current
values are refined with a finite-impulse response (FIR) fil-
ter in order to suppress noise and accurately obtain gain
and phase of the control-to-output transfer function at the
employed excitation frequency. The outlined procedure is
repeated for each data point depicted in Fig. 12.

The obtained results for phase-shift modulation [Fig. 12(a)
and (b)] and for the alternative modulation [Fig. 12(c) and (d)]
illustrate a very good match between calculated and measured
transfer functions. A maximum difference of 2 dB between
calculated and measured gain occurs for phase-shift operation
at 9.75 kHz (almost equal to the Nyquist frequency of 10 kHz).
For the results depicted in Figs. 12 and 14 and for frequencies
below 8 kHz, a maximum gain difference of less than ±0.7 dB
is achieved; the phase differences are smaller than ±10◦.
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Fig. 12. Calculated and measured DAB frequency response for phase shift
operation [(a) gain and (b) phase] and for the alternative modulation method
[(c) gain and (d) phase]; the Nyquist frequency 1/(2T ) = 10 kHz limits the
maximum possible frequency; the solid line denotes the calculated frequency
response and the boxes mark the measured values. The DAB is operated with
V1 = 12 V, V2 = 340 V, and with 2 kW output power at the HV port.

F. Derivation of a Simplified GDAB

In the proposed system, all time constants of the EMI fil-
ters are significantly smaller than the time delay caused by
the digital controller. The question may now arise whether a
simple DAB converter model that neglects the couplings be-

Fig. 13. Simplified circuit of the DAB: the two current sources replace
the switches, inductor L, and transformer. For a lossless DAB, the ac-
curate current for the source on the left-hand side would be equal to
Z{i2 ,M od (kT )vf 2 (kT )/vf 1 (kT )}GTd , which is approximately equal to
I2 ,M od (z)GTd V2 /V1 for constant voltages V1 , V2 and if filter losses as well
as variations of Vf 1 and Vf 2 are neglected. Since the simplified circuit contains
no switches, it can directly be analyzed by means of Laplace- or Z-transform.

tween the input filter, the output filter, and the DAB power
stage itself would be sufficiently accurate in order to design
current and voltage controllers. For steady-state operation, the
employed modulator functions GMod,PS or GMod,TT already
generate almost correct timing parameters, i.e., If 2 ≈ I2,Mod
and If 1 ≈ I2,ModV2/V1 (on the assumption that Vf 1 ≈ V1 ,
Vf 2 ≈ V2 , and negligible losses; deviations may occur due to the
table interpolation error and parasitic hardware components).
Additionally, the total time delay GTd (DSP, FPGA, and mea-
surement) needs to be regarded according to (30), (32), and
(33). Thus, the DAB converter in Fig. 2 may be replaced with
the two current sources depicted in Fig. 13 (cf., [26]). However,
the simplified model may fail when I2,Mod changes, since the
current If 2 depends on the actual values of nV f 1 and V f 2 as
well (cf., Fig. 6).

In Fig. 14, the frequency response of GDAB (phase-shift mod-
ulation, nominal operation) is compared to the frequency re-
sponse of the simplified transfer function GDAB ,simp derived
from the circuit depicted in Fig. 13. Obviously, the frequency
response obtained from the simplified model differs only little
from the accurate model, which is mainly due to the digital con-
troller’s time delays. Thorough investigations have shown that
the simplified model and the accurate model match very well
for phase-shift modulation and alternative modulation as well
as for all inspected operating points.

V. CURRENT AND VOLTAGE CONTROLLERS

Due to the large capacitance values of Cdc1 and Cdc2 , con-
stant input and output voltages V1 and V2 are assumed for the
design of the current controller. Further, according to the consid-
erations discussed in Section IV-F, the transfer function GDAB
is regarded to be independent of the actual operating point.

The proposed current controller in Fig. 6 is a discrete-time PI
controller4

GC ,I = Kp,I
z − (1 − T/Ti,I)

z − 1
(40)

4The digital PI controller is obtained from its continuous-time counterpart
[27].
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Fig. 14. Frequency response of the accurate transfer function GDAB (solid
lines) and the simplified transfer function GDAB ,sim p (dashed lines). (a) Gain
and (b) phase diagrams; the boxes mark measured values.

with gain Kp,I and cutoff frequency ωi,I = 1/Ti,I . Conse-
quently, the open-loop transfer function

Fo,I = GC ,IGDAB (41)

results. Due to the low-pass behavior of GDAB , the following
design method is proposed in order to achieve a high bandwidth
of the closed current loop transfer function.

1) Calculation of the controller cutoff frequency such that
|GDAB | at ωi,I is 3 dB lower than the dc gain, i.e.,
|GDAB(zi,I)| = |GDAB(ej0)|/

√
2 with zi,I = ejω i , I T .

2) The controller gain Kp,I is determined in order to achieve
a given phase margin ΦR . First, the z-parameter zΦR needs
to be determined where the open-loop phase is equal
to −180◦ + ΦR , arg(Fo,I(zΦR )/Kp,I) = −180◦ + ΦR .
With this, the controller gain Kp,I = |1/Fo,I(zΦR )| can
be calculated.

With ΦR = 60◦, the controller parameters Kp,I = 0.37 and
Ti,I = 113 µs result for the given system setup. The calculated
and the measured step responses of the closed current control
loop are depicted in Fig. 15: since the measured current signals
are superimposed by noise, the average of 128 singular current
step responses is shown; calculated and measured results match
closely. The proposed current controller achieves the rise time
tr ≈ 250 µs = 5T and the delay time td ≈ 200 µs = 4T with a
percentage overshoot of approximately 7% (∆If 2,p ≈ 70 mA,
Î2,Ref = 1 A). For the given application, a rise time of less than
500 µs and a delay time of less than 500 µs are required, which
has been achieved with the given controller design. If a faster
response is required, the DSP time delays should be reduced

Fig. 15. Measured and calculated unity step response of the closed current
control loop; a rise time tr of approximately 250 µs and a delay time td of
approximately 200 µs are achieved.

(optimized algorithm, faster DSP), instead of using a smaller
phase margin, to obtain an adequate control performance (fast
response and small overshoot), since the time delays caused by
the digital controller account for the main part of the proposed
converter’s phase lag.

The direction of power transfer determines the voltage that
needs to be controlled: this is V1 for power transfer from the HV
to the LV port and V2 for the opposite direction. However, V1
and V2 are not measured in the given system, but only vf 1 and
vf 2 (Fig. 2) are. Therefore, according to the direction of power
transfer, either V f 1 or V f 2 is controlled and V1 ≈ V f 1 as well
as V2 ≈ V f 2 is assumed. For the voltage controller, again, a PI
controller with the transfer function

GC ,V = Kp,V
z − (1 − T/Ti,V)

z − 1
(42)

is employed. For power being transferred from the LV to the
HV port, the controlled current If 2 flows into the output ca-
pacitor Cdc2 and the load. The plant transfer function for the
voltage controller (V f 2/I2,Ref ; cf., Fig. 6) therefore consists of
the closed current loop transfer function, the filter impedances
Lf 2a , Lf 2b , Rf 2b , and Cdc2 (Fig. 13), and the load connected
to the HV port. When the direction of power transfer changes
(HV to LV), then the current If 1 , which is not measured in the
given system, flows into Cdc1 and into the load connected to
the LV port. However, If 1 can be approximated with If 2V2/V1
for control purposes, since losses are rather low and the capac-
itance Cdc1 is comparably large. The transfer function of the
closed current loop again exhibits low-pass characteristics but
the output capacitor adds an integration stage to the plant. For
this type of plant, the symmetric optimum design method [28]
is selected in order to design the voltage controller (in the case
of a resistive load, the no-load operation depicts the worst case
for the voltage controller design). A phase margin of ΦR = 75◦

leads to Kp,V = 130 mA/V and Ti,I = 14.7 ms.
In Fig. 16, the measured and the calculated step responses of

the voltage controlled system are shown for no-load and for a
load resistance of 58 Ω ≈ (340 V)2/2 kW; again, a very good
matching between measured and calculated results is achieved.
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Fig. 16. Step response of the closed voltage control loop for no-load operation
and for 2 kW output power at 340 V output voltage; the input voltage is 12 V
and the output voltage step amplitude is 10 V.

Measurements, however, show that the capacitance of the em-
ployed electrolytic capacitor Cdc2 is 186 µF instead of 220 µF
due to capacitance tolerances. Therefore, Cdc2 = 186µF is used
to calculate the depicted voltage step responses.

The proposed voltage controller achieves the rise time tr ≈
2 .5 ms = 50T and the delay time td ≈ 1 ms = 20T with a
maximum percentage overshoot of approximately 7% at no-
load operation (∆Vf 2,p,max ≈ 0.7 V, V̂2,Ref = 10 V).

VI. CONCLUSION

To develop an accurate small-signal model for a DAB con-
verter, a precise knowledge of the modulation method is required
and the EMI filters need to be included in order to consider their
interactions with the DAB. However, simplified converter mod-
els may be used in order to facilitate a less extensive controller
design, since the time delay of a digitally controlled system
causes a significant phase lag, which is considerably larger than
the power converter’s phase lag.

In this paper, the small-signal models for the DAB includ-
ing EMI filter were derived for different modulation schemes.
Further, the structure of the digital control system (including
the most relevant algorithms), a simplified DAB model, and the
controller design were detailed. The resulting control-to-output
transfer functions are verified using measurements (obtained
from an experimental setup), and a very good match between
measured and calculated results was shown. Besides, in this pa-
per, a measurement method to obtain the control-to-output trans-
fer functions was proposed; this method may even be applied
automatically in order to enable the autonomous calibration of
the current and voltage controllers.

Even though the focus is on the DAB, the proposed small-
signal model derivation method and the given digital control
structure are easily extendable for resonant power converters
with unidirectional and bidirectional power flow. For resonant
power converters, however, increasing system orders result (e.g.,
order 8 for a bidirectional LLC converter with EMI filters ac-
cording to Fig. 2), and therefore, the (offline) computing time
increases considerably. Thus, future research may focus on the

transfer functions of the converter core (e.g., the control-to-
output transfer function of the DAB with surrounding filter ca-
pacitors Cf 1 and Cf 2) and the interactions between the converter
core and the surrounding power components (i.e., EMI filter
components, supply line impedance, load impedance), which is
similar to the analysis presented in [29], but in the discrete-time
domain.
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